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TO THE PUBLIC.
F.Eu.ow-C1TIZENS: On the 14th of July, I
received, at a. distance from my home, a Jetter
from two highly respectable gentlemen in New
York, acting as a committee, by whom I was
informed that "a mass meeting or citizens, irrespective of party, who believe that the prosperity of our Uniou will be advanced by the election of Abraham Liacolo," would be held in that
city, and I was i.lvited to be present and addre5a
that meeting, which 1 was told was to be one
"embracing gentlemen, most or whom have
heretofore rnpported Henry Clay and l.'r!illard
Fillmore."
I replied in respectful terms to this invitation,
by a very brief note, in which I declared that
"under no circumstances, and npon no possible
consideratiou, could I attend such a meeting, aa
favoring the object for which it was to be heh!."
To this I added, in substance, that I hoped to
, be able, on my return home, te prepare for the
public eye a communication, such as I thought
this invitation fairly called for, and which should
express my view, on the subject of the pending
Presidential election, nnd my reasons tor the
strong opinion I entertained that the doctrine
and purposes ot the Republican party, as well
as ih sectional organization, are essentially incompatible with the preservation of thll Constitution and the Union, and that its triumph at this
election could not fail to endanger the stability
of the government.
I proceed now, and in this manner, to perform
the duty I imposed on myself in my answer to
the invitation referred to.

I.
Every political party has, almost necessarily,
some leading idea which pervades and animates
the organization, and gives it its character and
its identity. Without such idea it hae a body
but no soul. Without it it bas no unity, and no
political personality. In all free countries two
principal parties usually exist; the lea din~ idea
of one being the strengthening and enlargmg or
the basis and boundaries of popular rlghte and
privileges, and the leading idea of the other being the maintenance of the Constitution and of
the necessary powers and authority of 'government and of h,w.
What, then, is the leading idea of that political organization in this country which calls it-

self the Republican party? Fortunately, or
unfortunately, it flames too strongly in the
forehead of the party to admit of denial or
ot doubt. It is the idea ot the natural and
equal right of the African race in this country,
now held In bondage, to be tree, and to be admitted to the condition and to the rights of citizenship. This idea takes the form ot a creed,
which is expressed in a few brief articles of
faith, and constitutes the bond of party fellowship. They bold that all men are created, or
born, equal, and are endowed bX their Creator,
or by nature, with tbe ri!fht to hberty, and that
slavery is a defiant violatton of the birthright ot
every human being. The ri~ht ot the slave to
Instant freedom-a right witn which no human
will, no constitution, no laws, 11.0 human government can justly interfere - a right all the
stronger every hour it is withheld, which is outraged anew with every passing 1noment's invasion or it, and equally outraged by every attempt
to j11stify or apologise for such il,vasion-this is
the common creed of the party. The mission of
the Republican party is clearly indicated by this
common faith. It is to stand before the conn•
try, and the world, as the embodied champion
of the right of the slaves in thi~ country to their
freedom, and to a 1:articipation iu the equal privileges and immunities of citizenship-to stand
as the champion of their right to emancipationa right which is their d11e to-day and every day,
and for which the party is to labor at all lime$,
in all places, and in every practicable way, by
unwearied effort, by unmeasured denunciation,
by popular agitation and excitement, and by
measures and acts of proecriptien, intolerance,
and annoyance; submitting to no delay in the
consummation of the blessed work ot emanci•
pation, except such as obstructions and difficulties impossible to be overcome do and shall
create, and submitting to any delay only on condition of being able and J>ermitted,trom the outset, to place slavery, as .Mr. Lincoln, the Presidential candidate of the party, bas expressed it,
"in a course of ultimate extinction_;, I have
no fear of overstating or describing !11 term,
stronger than the simple truth, the leading idea
and creed and the assumed mis~ion and enterprise of the Republican party. Any language
which I could tmploy tor this purpose must lie
tame in comparison of the glowing record of the
faith and purposes of the p11Ity, as that record
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has been made up for it, and illustrated by hosts
expositors of its own, in
a zealous and untiring labor of five years' duration. rt is only within a few days that the pages of this record have been illuminated afresh
by the artistic pei.cil of a refined and gcbolarly
~entleman, called specially to address his fellow
Republicans in the city of New York. Under
his master-hand, tbe canvass glows again. The
One Idea of the party takes on huge proportions
in the foreground; its central article of faith,
and its zeal in the grand work-the overthrow
of slavery-are stirred up anew. The orator
warshals his hosts "to the battle between civilization and barbt.rism." "The roa~tin~ of slaves
alive at the stake" is solemnly referred to as
proclaiming "clearly the character of the social
system bred by slavery." Slavery is represented as "standing on the bent necks of an enslaved
race, with four millions of human beings as the
marble caryatides to support its power." The
party is "to save the Declaration of Jndependence, now dishonored and dissolved, in its essential life-gh·ing tr11th-the equality ot mi'.ln."
Our fellow-citizens of the South, whom we had
fondly regarded as in a condition of respectable
christian civilization, are denominated a "power," or more otliously au "oligarchy," composed of" the brokers of human flesh and the
butchers of human hearts," and are represented
as followi11g the pleasant occupation of "grinding flesh and blood, gr<'aus and sighs, the tears
of mothers, and the cries of chihlren, into the
cement of a barbarous political power." The
consolation is, that under the measures and triumphs of the Republican party, this power is to
die-"it must die, as a po1so11ed rat dies of rage
in its hole." The free Stales, we are told, are
to "become a belt of fire girt about the slave
States, within which slavery m11st die." In such
gentle terms as these does the most polished
scholar of the party, aod its pracliced orator,
describe the faith of the Republican organization, and tbe work; it has undertaken to do.

or able instructors and

II.
The foundation of the faith that freedom is
the birlh-ri,ght of the slave, is not always the
same with those who make it the bond and
tuuchstone of a party organization. Atheists,
lo6dels and Christians agree to holil this f.,ith
in common, and, to do them justice, they hold it
with equal tenacity: wiU. some, the right of the
slave to freedom stands on the law of nature;
nthers refer it to the law of God or the moral
law, and some hold it as a tenet of revealed religion. Those who regard God as a myth, and
Christianity as a millchievous delusion - and
then, is a large infusion of this order of persons,
coming from abroad, in the ranks of the Republican party-stand side by side with those who
read the title of the slave to freedom in the will
of God, and are ready to per$ecute to the death
any one who doubts the infallibility of their interpretation of the Divine will. By common
consent the Decl~ration of Independence supplies the form,ula of the creed, to which they all
subscribe. Even tllose who do not believe that
aay thing i9 created, or that there is any Crt>ator, insist quite as strongly as the rest that" all
men are c~eated equal,'' and that slaves "are

endowed by their Creator" with the right to
freedom. 'fhe Declaration or Independence
announced the ~eneral law of political liberty1
which, in accordance with the mo•t advanced
opinions of the period, lay at tbe fonndation of
the right of revolution. The Republican party
have seized on the Declaration in this particular1 and, applying its language to the slave, they
maKe it the political scripture of their faith and
their proposed practice. They seize on this
general law of political rio-hts as set up in the Declaration against the intoferable oppression of a
whole people by their government, and insist that
it is practically applicable,and mus'. and shall be
prac1ically applied without exception, distinction pr reserve, in the great political society established by the Constitution of the United States.
The mo~t enlightened and trusted leaders and
oracles of tho party constantly insist that the
Constitution is based on this law of the Declaration. They take the Declaration as a kind of
original Bm of Rights, securing personal and
political freedom to every human being w itltin
the United States. This is the paramount law.
It ib, in their esteem, applied (as they apply it)
to the case of the slave in this country, a higher
Jaw than any whirh any people or a1>y government can enact. It is higher, therefore, than
the Constitution or any statute of the United
States, or any of the separate States, which do
or may seem to conflict with it. If the Constitution comes short of the Bill of Rights contain.
ed in the Declaration-this charier of original
rights-and fails to meet the full requirements
of this paramount law, as it certainty does in
the case of slaves, ~o much the worse for the
Constitution. Slaves are held in bondage i11
manifest violation of this original and J>aramount law, And it is precisely in behalf of the
African race in general, and the slaves in particular, and for nobody else, that they set up the
Declaration as something more sacred and higher in authority than the Coo~titution. As between the two they stand upon the Declaration,
al\d they accept the Constitution so far as it harmonizes, or can be made to harmonize, with the
Declaration, atid as derh•ing all its just powers
from the prjnciples of that instrnment; they IIP•
hold it as a" Constitution of Freedom," and so
far as it .fails to be a Constitution of freedom to
any-as it certainly is not to the slaves-it is no
constitutio11 to them. They do not cleoy its provisions; they admit, that, under it, individual
States do maintain slavery by the forms of law;
but, so far as it Eanctions or reco!?nizes this
maintenance of slavery, they hold that it violates the paramount law of the Declaration, and
does not ri~btfully cl•im or demand their homage or their obedience. It is something to be
submitted to, for the time being, from necessity,
and not from choice; it is not iu this particular
a Constitution, but an obstruction such as an
unhallowed power often throws in the path of
freedom-an obstruction which the friPnds of
the slave are bound to have reruoved at the earliest practicable period, and in the meantime,
since they cannot march over it and trample it,
ns they woultl like to, under their indignant feet,
they must ~et around it the best way they can.
This, I maintain, is the attitude of the Republican party towards the Constitution-an attitude
of essential hostility to that instrument, and to
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the Government and Union 5ubsisting under it ;
because nobody denies, nobody dare deny, that
no Conslitution,no Government, no Union, could
ha,·e been formed in 1787, if lbe doctrine of the
Declaration on whi<!h they insist, and as they
insist on it, aud on which their party organization is built, had been insisted on then, in respect to lhe slaves in the coun•ry at the time;
an<! that 1he Constitution, the Government and
the Union cannot now be ma;ntained for a day
on any te, ms, i11 respect to the slaves at present
in the country, less at variance with that doctrine, as they bold it, than tho-e on which the
subject of slavery was adjusted when the Constitution was formed,
UL
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in many ,li;tlnct and independent sovereign1ies,
still in very important respects to be preserved
and which maintained diverfe habits, laws and
usages, They were not to make a government
for three millions of people fresh f, om the hand
of their Creator, all infant~, however full in
ag:e and stature some might be, without ideas,
without opinions, witho11t principles1 without
character, withcut relations or institutions of
any sort-a mere ma~s of crude mortal material, waiting to be moulded into some form of
civil society. This three millions of people
were already in civil society, with a history, a
tradition and a descent, and maintaining all the
relations of a people in the social and political
state. They were not so mary isolated individuals coming f1om nowhere, belonging nowhere,
and related lo nobody, The whole people existed at the time in distinct political communities
called States1 bavilig regular governments, and
were in an advallced state of Cllristian civilization.
It was a great practical work which the
fathers of the Constitution undertook to do,
and they went about it ns practical men. Tbe
problem was 10 preserve these separate communities, and lhe exclusive authority of the
State go\•ernments in matters of local interest,
and especially in respect to all the domestic relations, and at the same time to bring the States
into an intimate political u111on, and form the
whole people into one people for all national
objects, under one supreme national govern•
ment. The result we know; and the Constitullon of the United States has generally been
held, at least among our~elves, to have been an
achievement or practical wisdom such as the
world till then bad ne\•er seen or approa~hed,
and ~uch as the world is not likely to see again
in ages upon age~, and never, so far as we can
now discover, it this fabric of government shall
once be ruthlessly destroyed,
It is generally conce<led that the political
eriuality of all who were deemed at the ti me to
be in a condition to be admitted as citize11s of
the nt-w Republic, and their rights to life, liberty, al1d tbe pursuit of happiness, were well
secured under this government, better than
they had been under the British crown, and
better, we are apt to think, than web rights had
ever been secured before under any ci vii power
on earth. So far the doctrines of the Declaranion were viurlicated by the fathers. Actiug as
a people, and in their political c~pacity, they
cast olf a government which, HS they maintain.
ed, bad become subversive of these rights, and
they mac.le a new government for themselves,
for the better securing to all who should be admitted to citizenship under it, such equality and
such persona.I and political rights as men may
enjoy in the political state, cousistently with the
pal'amount object, necessity of mFety to the
State itself, and of the pubhc good, as the chief
end of all go,•ernment. Such wns the work of
our revolulionnry fathers, and of the architects
of the Constitution.

Everybody knows that the fathers framed the
Constitution, not only without any provision,
present or prospective, for the freerlom of the
slaves, but that it was framed with special aud
careful regard to the exi3tence and maintenance
of slavery in the country under Slate aulhority.
It expressly and repeatedly recognizes slavny
as adopted and protected by the civil power of
the State~, and several provisions are woven into the text of the ina:rument in reference to tbis
coudition of things, The consideration of Sia•
very enters into the framework of the Federal
Government to the extent or modifying the
representative power, the leauing aucl master
power of the structure, of those States whose
population consists, in part, of slaves. The
Govenment, too, is made to throw its own independent protection over the rights of the master
when his slave escapes into a State where those
rights might otherwise be sacrificed, And it is
bound, on r•quisition, to come lo the aid and
rescue of a State in which sl<1very exists, in case
of domestic insurrection, The careful exclusion
of the word "slave" or "slavery" from the Constitution, did not at lhe tim.-, and does not
now, render these provi~ions in the least degree
ob~cure or doubtful, In the Declaration our
fathers proclaimed to the world their theory of
the origiual right of man a• the fount!ation of
their rtght of revolution, Tbe theory they put
forth was in the extreme of antagonism 10 that
of the divine right of kings, They were then
in a state of armed resistance to the so,•ere1gn
whose sway they had hitherto obeyed, and they
took their own way of ju€tifying, before the
world, their public renuuciation of the allegiance lo him as a people1 and the resolution they
bad If.ken lo mako tneir own governments,
·w hen they came to set up a Federal and National Government, the work of the Revolution
bad been accomplished. The independence aud
sovereignly of the States had been ack11owledged
by their former king, The States had already
made governments for themselves, in accordance with tbeir claim of right in the Declaration. And no-.v the people of these btates were
to establish a common government for the whole
tTnited States. This, also, they did in accordance with th8 same claim of right in the DelV.
claration. They were now to supply themselvfs
with a common government, in place of that
But the fathers had the wisdom to take things
from which their allegiance had been withdrawn-a government to unite for many domes- much as they found them, and to do lhe best
tic and all national purposes, a people exis,ing they could with the materials they bad on hand.
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They did not undertake to remodel the separate
communities and States into which the people
were dh•1ded, or to force upon any of them what
some might have deemed a higher degree of
civilization, or of moral and religio11s aavancement. They found existing in the country under. S!ate authority, and in nearly every State,
a d1st111ct race of Africans, who were held as
slaves. These slaves constituted the largest
part of the labo1 ing population of many of
the States. They .numbered abont 600,000, and
formed about one fifth of the entire population
of the country. When brought into the country
the ~laves were of a low type of humanity. In
tbe presence, and under the rule of a civilized
and Christian race, they had made1 and still are
making, a slow but perceptible advance. The
continued importation, which was followed for
twenty years ,1fter the date of the Constitution,
was not calculated to improve their condition;
but this advance toward civilization was, and is,
to be judged of by the stale in which they
existed or exist. As the fathers found them
they were bt1man beings, subject in their persons to the control of masters, who had a right of
property in their labor and services, always!
however, under the protection of the severa
State governments. They were not citizens of
tl1e States, and could not be made citizens ot the
United States. None of the proper rights of
citizenship had been accorded to them in the
States, and could not be in the United States, so
long as their condition of bondage under local
laws continued. They were no more citizens
of these States than if they had been still in
Africa. But their humanity was recognized,
and they were under the guardianship of the
civil power.
And now it is to be remarked that, however
much the Fathers, or many of them, may have
regretted the presence of this race of African
slaves in the country, or however strong may
have been their hope that time and fittin~ occasion would briog about their emancipation, or
deportation, yet there was not one of tnem
who ever proposed or suggested, or breathed
a request that the Stateg should be required to
emancipate their sl;wes before coming into the
Union, or that the Constitution should provide
for their emancipation, either immediately or at
any remote period, or that it should recognize
them as citizens, or as entitled, in any manner,
to any of the rights of equality, or of liberty
properly appertaining to citizens. Nothing of
the sort can be found in the whole record of the
period. If the fathers were not altogether as
wise, or as humane as we are at the pre!ent
day, at least they were not Quhotic; they did
not attempt impossibilities. They made the
Constitution for the citizens of the United States.
Fot them it was a Constitution of freedom, but
they had no more idea of embracing the slaves
withifl its beneficent provisions,as entitled to the
privilege of citizenship, than they had of embracing the subjects of the Kiug of Dahomy, still
in their native jungles. At the same time they
did not fail to recognize the presence of the
slave population in the country, and the validity
of the local authority and laws under which ~1a.
ver1 existed. They did this in the provision
which counts the slaves, by a fixed ratio, as a
part of the federal numbers of the States, for

representation and direct taxation; they did this
in the provision for the rendition of fugitives
from service; and they did this in the provision
by which the Federal Government is to come to
the aid of the States, if so required, in case of
insurrection. For the rest, they left the slaves
just where they found them-in the hands of
their masters-under the authority and protection of the Jaws of the re~1.1ective State~1 without any pretence or suggeslton of emancipating
them, or requiring them to be ~mancipated, or
of giving them, then or ever, any of the rights
of citizenship.
Now, the 8latus of the slave population of the
country, within the limits of the States, is today, under the Constitution, precisely what it
was the day tbat instrument came from the
hands of the Fathers. In the meantime their
number has increased nearly se\·en fold, the
number of States where they arc held is sreater
than the whole number origioally formmg the
Union, and the productions of the country
which are dependent entirely on this form of
labor, have grown into an importance, to the
industrial pursuits of the .People, to the manufacturing and agricultural mterests in the North
as well as in the South, to the commerce, the
wealth, the comfort and the propperity ot the
whole country, such as no human sagacity could
have foretold.
And the Constitution is now submitted to our
keeping-, and "e are under lhe most solemn of
all obligations to maintain it. We occupy, ln
this respect, exactly the same position which
the Fathers occupied. Holding this Constitution, and the Government created by it, in our
hands, we, the citizens of the United States, are
bound to declare and repeat what the Fathers
thereby proclaimed to the world, that we do not
and cannot recognize the African race and population, now belt! in bonda~e, aa citizens, or &S
having any rights of equality or liberty in the
country, such as all citizens enjoy J and that the
Government has no power, and therefore can
entertain no purpose, open or covert, of interfering with the relation of master and slave,
or of bringing about the abolition of slavery, or of placing it" in a course of ultimate
extrnction," by any direct act, or by any indirect measures of hostility or annoyance, designed to force emancipation upon the States.
The Government must be administered as it was
made, and not as the spirit of unthinking and
impatient philanthropy would have had it made.
If the Government was good enough for our
Fathers in spite of slavery\ it is good enough, I
think, for us, who, after al , are not much better or wiser than they were. At any rate, we
must take the Government, so far as the question of slavery is concerned, just as they gave
it to us, or we must reject it altogether, and try
our hands at something that may suit us better.
There is no other alternative. And I cannot
but regard the idea of placing the administration of the government in the bands of those
whose political attitude is one of essential hostility to it, in so tar as it is a government of a
le~gue or union of States where slavery is tolerated and protected by local authority and local
laws, with the full assent and sanction, and il
need be, and In certain cases, with the aid and
power of the national authority; those who
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hold the wrong of slavery to be such that no
government can sanction it, and the right or the
slaH to freedom to be such th:tt no government
can take it away, and who make their doctrine
the central article of their political creed, and
that on which chiefly they claim to be placed
in poEsesslon of the government; who l1ord that
a continued union between the States \\ hich do
and Stat•s which do not tolerate slavery is
lmpo,sible1 while that is exactly the union estabh~lml by the Conslllulion, and while everybody knows that the go,•ernment which presides
over thi~ union of States was, in its inception,
impos•ible, and is oow Impossible of continuance on any other terms-the idea or placing
such a governmeut in the hands of such a party
as this, seems to me to be a miserable mockery
of the government, tho Constitution, and the
Union.

VJ.
The Republican party is, of course, just what
it has been educated to be lo the five years that
ib founders have been engaged in bull ding It up
to its present full starure and p!oportions. The
coune of instructions has been open and public,
aud the record is too full and tre~h to admit
of disrutntion. The wrongs of slavery on
natura I moral and religious grounds, anJ the
iustnot right of the slave to freedom-a right
which human con1titulions and laws may
obstruct but cannot •anction-this is the doctrite, held aii religloWI faith ii held, not
admitting of any compromises, armed with
which thh party now proposes to take possession of the government, fill nll the public
office~, and adminiater nll its affairs. What,
then 11 the object of the party in this struggle
!or the possession of the government on the ba•ia
of such n doctrine ns this? For myself1 I shnll
not consent to act as it I believed nothrng was
meant or iutended by this doctrine, except to
draw the honest elector into the support of the
party by false pretences. That supposition-a
favorite idea with many-would a,sume that
the leaders of the party are only a wicked combination of impudent and arrogant knaves. I believe they mean a great deal more than many
think they do. I regard 1hem as engaged in an
earnest crusade aga1nst slavery as it exists in
tbe country, and they belitve that in possession
of power thPy shall find means-they may not
underetand themselves, definitely, what mean~,
or all the weans, but they will find some means
of striking a blow, sooner or later to be a fatal
blow, at alavery, in splto of the Constitution
and of the independent power ot tho States over
the subject.
It is important that the country should understand that, it this party shall be ~uccessful in
the present atruggle, it comes into power on a
full tlood tide of popular fanatici~m which
erects itself against that adjustment of the question of slavery, by the ~'atliers of the Rtpu.blic,
without which no Constitution and no Union
could have been formed1 and 110 Constitution
and no Union could now be maintained.
In bis fpcech at Rochester, in 18601 Mr. Seward. reft>rring to the anticipated triumph of
his party, frankly declared th:it" the secret of
its a.,sured success lies lo the fact that it was a

party of one idea "-the idea of equalitr-lhe
equality of all meo before human tribunals and
human Jaws, as they are all equal before the Divine tribunal an1l the Divine laws.'' Jt i~ the
instant right of the slave to freedom, and to all
the privileges of citizenship, 011 terms of perfect
equality with his master and the white man,
which form, the One Idea of the Republican
party, and gives it strength, and the promise of
·'assured succe,~."
Mr. Lincoln, in one of his public acldre~~c~,
hns said," Th<•re is a judgment and a feeling
against slavery in this nation which caals at
!Put a million and a half of vole~. You cannot
deAtroy that judg111ent and feeling-that sentiment-by brea k111g up the political organization
which rallies round it."
lly the clear avowal, thon, of these two gentlemen-one of them ought to have been, and
i1 the nominee of the party for President-it is
precisely this One Idea of .A nll-~lavery-this
feeling-this eentiment-around which this party ralfies, and which counts it as worth a million and a half ot votes. It ia this OnP Idea,
and sentiment of Anti-Slavery, a feeling of
restless dissafofac!ion with the adjustment of
the Constitution on the aubject, which the
founders of this party have appealed to, and
which they have stimulated by passionatr appliances, until from a handtul of fanatics
which, a few years ago, constituted tho Abolition party, the daogerous infection has reached
such large masses or the people that a really
formidable party now makes this One Idea,
and feeling, the vuy soul ot its organi1.ation
nnd strength. It is the mere feeling of repugnance in tli~ North where sin very does not exist,
to slavery in the South, where it does exiijl in a
condition not to be approached with hostile purpoAe, except O\Cr the ruins ot the Con•titution
aud the Unio~it is the mere feeling of r•p11g•
nance to slavery, &trong enough now, as they suppose, to cast a million and a hall of votes, which
the architects ot the party '' that rallies around
have succeecled in fomenting inlo the monslrous ~hape and proportions it now bears, and
without which that party could not mftintain its
organization for a single day, or command votes
enough anywhere to elect 1111 nlderman or constable. It is this eentimenl or anti-slavery, and
nothing else, which makes tbe Repnblican party
whnt it is, and gives it all the pretension it has lo
grasp at the political power of the couutry.

it,"

VII.
The great leader of the Republican party,
from its origin, has been1 and 1s, Mr. Srward.
It ie in his school, and under his personal teaching, that it has been disciplined, trained aud
brought u:i. And he js as much its lrader today as ever before, in spite of the treachery of
some, and the cowardice of more, which made
another than himself the nominee of the party
for President. He supports U1at nominee, and
declares that be looks to his frie11ds '· to vindicate the principles and policy of the Republican
party, by ihe •upport of Lincolu and Hamlin, its
chosen and worthy representatives.'' J have
that "the principles and policy" of
the Republican party are Bummed up in the
One ldta ot hostility to slavery 11.5 it
in
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the United States, anti in the duty of making subaerve the advancement of justice and huU1at hostility practical and elfeclive in the best manity."
way it can. To pro,•e this position, I <io not
LatP.r in the same month of October, Mr. Sewk11ow that it would be possible to offer a more ard addressed the people of Buffalo, In that
entirely unexceptional witness that\ Mr. Sew- speech, referring agam to the Declaration as
ard.
"the basis ot 011r political system," he says :At an early day, Mr. Seward said in a speech, " If all men are createrl equal, no one man can
delivered in Obio: "1t is written in violali,;m of rightfully acquire or hold dominion over, or
Divine law, that we shall surrender the fugitive property in, another man, without his consent."
slave." "II (slavery) can and must be abolish- If all men are created equal, one man cannot
ed, and you end 1 cau and must do ii-"
rightfully exact the service or labor of another
Jn bis ~peech in the Senate, in February, 1865, man without his consent." "'the subjugation
he refers to what he calls " the great fact on of one to another man by force so as to compel
whlch the liberties of this country, and all its invohmtary labor or service, subverts that equulConstitutions, rest,-that all men are created ity between the parties which the Creator estabequal."
lished."
1n October of the same year, he made a speech
In March, 1858, Mr. Seward, addressing h is
at Albany, which was frame,! in terms to excite the hatred ot hie Northern fellow citizene peers, the representatives of independent States,
against their brethren of the South, by stigma- 111 the Senate, said: "Free labor has at last aptizing them as an" oligarchy,'' aod ' · a privi- prehended its rights, its interest~, its pow~r, al\d
lrged class," because of the system of slavery its destiny, and is organizing to assume the gov which prevail9 io the Southern States. 'fhat err1ment of the Republic." "The interest of the
this grateful labor was thoroughly performed white race dem:inda the ultimate emancipatipn
may be inferred from the fact that the latter of all men, Whether that consummation shall
Jlhrase was repeated between sixty and sevent}' be allowed to fake cfi'ect, with needful and wise
times . Io this speech his doctrine was, that this precautions against sudden change and disaster,
"nation was founded on the simple and practi- or be h4rried on by violence, is all that remains
cally uew principle of the equal and unalien01ble for you to decide." "The white man needs this
ri;hts of all men," and he speaks of the Declar- continent to labor upou." "He must and will
ation of Independence as that " ou which the have it."
Ju October, 1858, Mr. Seward made his wellConstitution itself was based." The "change,''
he says," that hM become at last so necessary, known speech nt Rochester....,.the speech of the
is easy to be made. The whole number of "irrepressible conllict." Jt was in this well stnslaveholders is only 360,000, one-hundredth r.art died effort that he avowed the "One Idea" of his
or the entire population of the country." ' Sla- party. "Resistance to 8lavery and devotion
very is not, and never can be, perpetual. It to Freedom," he said, "the popular elements
will be overthrown, either peaceably or law- now actively working for the Republican party
fully, under this Constitution, or it will work among the people, muAt and will be the 1·esources
the subversion of the Constitution, together with for its ever-renewing strength and constant in-,
its own overthrow. Tben the slaveholder would vigoration." "I know, and you know," he experish in the struggle. The change can now be claimed, "that a revolution has begun. I know,
made without violence, and by the agency of and all the world knows, that revolutions never
the ballot-box." "We must Tf'store the de- go backward."
moralized virtue of the nation. We must restore
Mr. Seward's speech in the Senate, at the
the principle of equality among the members close of the last winter, was his final manifesto
of the State-the principle of the sacredness of to his party p revious to its entering upon the
the absolute nnd inherent rights of man."
Presidential campaign. It was adroitly prepaIn the 5ame month, Mr. Seward delivered a red with a view to allay the natural apprehenspeech at B11ff4lo. In this speech he declared sions which were felt within and without the
that" slavery was never rightfully esbblisbed rnnks of his party, in case of its success; and,
anywhere-nor was it ever established by law. nevertheless, true to his own original purpose
It is in violation of every line of the Declaration and that of his party, be did not fail to make
of Independence, and of the ·.vhole summary of that speech minister to tbe abolitioh sentiment
personal rights contained in the Constitution. of the country. He again ci,uotes the Declaralt is derogatory from the absolute rights of hu- tion of Independence as furnishing the" fundaman nature, and no human power can subvert mental principle" of the political society estabthose right~."
lished by U1e Constitution. He speaks of the
In the P,·esidential election of 1856, Mr. Sew- government as "founded on the rights of human
ard's voice was heard before the people. At De- fabor." He declares that "the Republican partroit, on the2d of October, he delivered an elabo- ty embodies the popular protest and reaction
rate speech. Toward the conclusion, speaking against a policy (that of slavery) which had
for the North, he said: "If we have inherited been fastened upon the nation by surprise, and
the demoralization of elavery, we have also at- which its reason and con.cience, concurring
tained the virtue required for emancipation. If with the reason and conscience of mankina,
we have inherited p1 ejudices of cast, we have condemn": a policy which now, he announces,
also risen to the knowled~e that political safety ''is to be relaxed and changed, in order that the
is dependeut on the renderrn~ of exact and equal nation may have its just and natural and free
justice to all men .... ,, " We ha•e learned, at developments;'' and he says to tlie States which
last, that the American people labor, not only main 1ain slavery, in bitter taunt: "You are
under the responsibility of preserving the Union, sovereigns upon tlie st1bject of slavery within
but alao under the responsibility of making it your own borders." "Use your authority to
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maintain what system you please. We are not
distrustful of the result."
Mr. Seward is far too sagacious a man to have
allowed hts party to rest in the belief that they
were contending for a mere abstraction. No
man can doubt, who has read his speeches with
any care, that the result aimed at-the promise
held out-is the abolition of slavery in the States
which now protect it by the action and agency
of this party operating through the States of the
North. Having fastened upon the "One Idea"
of hostility to slavery-having aroused and stimulated this sentiment till, according to Mr. Lincoln's estimate, it commands a million and a halt
of voteF, the party was instructed by Mr. Seward that the free-labor States were already
plunged into a conflict with elave•lal,or Slates
which Wds "irrepressible "and which can only
terminate either by supplanting the free laborers of the North with slave3, or by making all
the slaves of the South free. ln the face of records of our own history, as peaceful and happy
as the annals or any country known to history
can show, and in the face of the observation and
experience of us all, until the Republican party
arose to create the very conflict to which it now
appeals to justify its continued and mischievous
agitation, Mr. Seward asserts lbat the system of
free labor in some States, and the syst~m or slave
labor in other States of this Union," are more
than incongruous-they are incompatible."Hence, he maintains, comes Ibis "irrepressible
con II ict between opposing and enduring forces"
-between the two systems of labor, and between the Statts that support those systems respectively-which can never eease or be intermitted until the slave system of South Carolina
and Louisiana shall be forced upon Massachusetts and New York, or the free system of
Massachusetts and New York shall be forced
upon South Carolina and Louisiana.
Of course, Mr. Seward clid not allow himself
or his followers to doubt, that this conflict, conducted in behalf of the slaves by the Republican
party, is to terminate, in good time, by the entire
discomfiture of the Slates in the South1 and the
abolition of slavery. He expressed nis confidence in this result in this speech, and in the
same confident tone of commg retribution he
used to his brother Senators from thesP. States,
on the 29th of February last, the languag-e already quoted-"Use your authority to maintain
what system yoa please. "\Ve are not distrustful
of the result."

VIII.

I

But Mr. Seward desired, in his speech at Rochester, "to guard against misapprehension."
He therefore took occasion to say, that the result of "universal freedom/' to which he confi.
dently looked, was not expected by him'' otherwi~e than through the action of the several
States, cooperating with the Federal Government, and all acting in strict conformity with
their -respective Constitutions."
The mystery of this declaration would have
been impenetrable, perhaps, but tor the remarks
which had immediately preceded it. All common minds would have been exceedingly per.
plexed to know how abolition was to be forced
upon the States which miintained slavery, with-
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out their consent and against their will, by the
cooperation or the Federal Government and the
States, "all acting in strict conformity with their
re~pective Constitutions." The orator, however, after bi; accustomed manner of employing
the "clear.obscure" in his polished rhetoric, bad
~aid enough to put any active mind in the way
of clearing up this mystery for himself. The
Fathers, he argued, had a fixed policy of so or•
g-anizing the government, as that the system of
free labor "sbouli.l surely and certainly prevail"
over the system of slave labor. Ne1·ertheless
they did consent, as he concedes, to admit certain modifications of this policy, and especially
that of ''leaving it to the several States to abolish slavery in their own way and at their own
pleasure." But-and here seems to be disclosed
the secret of the heart and purpose of this earnest a.ml far.working anti-slavery movement--"in
order that these modifications might not alto•
getber defeat their grand design of a Republic
maintaining universal equality, they provided
that two-thirds of the States might amend 1be
Constitution."
The mode of reaching the object in view is
here clearly enough pointed out, though the
constitutional provision is not given with perfect accuracy. 'l\l'o-thirds of the States may
demand a Convention for proposing amendments1 but three-fourths of the States are n,quired to ratify the amendments. The shrewd
:rnggestion ot Mr. Seward i~, that when, by admisBion and multiplication of free-labor States,
and the careful exclusion or !lave-labor States,
the number of the former shall so preponderate
as to be able to carry an amendmeut of the Constitution providing for the abolition of slavery,
in spite of the Slates maintaining it, then, indeed, this may "become a land of universal
fr~edom," by the cooperation of the States with
the Federal Governm~nt, "and all acting in
strict conformity with their respective Constitutions." If anybody can find another interpretation tor the language so ingeniously and daintily employed by liim, I confess it is more tban
I have been able to do. At the same·time, it is
not for me to complain how any sensible man
could persuade himself, or undertake to persuade others, that such a project a~ this could
ever be carried into practical effect and still preserve the Constitution and the Union. It io only
to be accounted for from the essential fanaticism of the sentiment ,vhicb inspires the general
mo1•ement.
If the object was to-day to make a ne,I' Constitution, with an honest purpose or preserving
the Union, no change could be made in respect
to slavery. No provision could be inserted for
present or prospective emancipation however
remote-none to put it, according to 1\fr, Lin·
coin's favorite idea, "in a course of ultimate extinction." Slavery would not have one security or guarantee less under the new than under
the old Constitution. We should have the same
three fifths of all, the slaves forming a part of
the federal numbers for representation and taxation ; the same provision for the rendition of
fngitive slaves; the same pledge of the power
of the Federal Government to suppress domestic
insurrections; and the same independence and
inviolability of all State laws ma intainiog and
protecting slavery. The South, certainly, would
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not abate, in tbe least possible degree, the securities it now has in the U11ion, as the Constitution stands, for the maintenance of slavery.
And the only question fur the North would be,
whether the Uuion should stand, along with the
Constitution1 j~st as it is iu respect to sla\·ery,
or whetber the Uuion should be dissolved. If
the thirty additional free-labor States anticipatecl by ll!r. Seward in one of his addresses were
now iu lhe Union, and an attempt were made by
the free-labor States to force emancipation on
the slave-labor States through an amendment of
the Constitution, I suppose no man, not a member of the Republican party, supposes that the
Union could last for a day.
I ha1·e riot quoted Mr. Seward's opinions so
much at length because 1hey were his opinions,
but b•cause they were the truest an,I most satisfactory exposition that can be given of the One
Idea and object of tile Republican party. TheM
ia noLi I believe, an orator, editor, or writer of
the party, in the whole country, who does or
dare disclaim l\fr. Seward's doctrines. .Mr. L incoln does not and dare not disclaim them. The
Convention at Chicago did not disclaim thern;
oo tbe contrary, it expressly affirmed them. in
term., which admit of no double meaning, as I
will show directly. Many of the leading spirits of the party-uearly all who are most prominently betore the public as the oracles and organs of the pending political campaign, whose
speeches and writings are most exten,ively dlstrihuled as campaign doc1anents-are far bolder,
far less guarded and nice, in the expression o.f
the same idenlica,J sentiments. Lovejoy, Sumner, Curtis, Greeley, and some other~, are of
this order. The senti ments, indeed, of these
persons, and those of Mr. Seward himself, and
those of the Republican party, on the general
question of slavery, a re precisely those of the
most ultra abolitionists; they are identical with
those or Garrison, Phillips, and Cheever-men
whose most insane ravings on the subject have
been systematically seized upon by a leading
organ of 1he Republican party, and apread out
in its ample columns to its boasted million of
readers. The only essential diff'ertnce between
the Abolitionists, who claim 1hat as their clistinctive title, and thos~ who call themselves, as
1\Ir. Lincoln calls thew," the. opponents of slavery," and who constitute 1he strength and staple of the Republican party, is that the former
disclaim all pretence of hqlding any terms with
the Constitution and the Union. They boldly
denounce these as in league with slavery, and
would unhesitatiugly trample them under their
feet to gain the main object they propose to
themselves-that of immediate 11nd universal
emancipation. The Republicau party, which is
an anti-slavery party and nothing else, standing
on this One Idea of the equality of all men, o.f
"resistance to slavery and devotion to freedom,"
ae Mr. Seward has phrased it-identical with
the idea which ferments in the mind of the Abolitionist-this party, professing a de~ire to sav,e
the Constit\ltion and the Union, makes its practical approaches to the same general objectthat of universal emancipation-in a. more cautious and direct wa.y, but yet with a zeal and
determillalion hardly less stron!\' and unswerving than those wtiich characterize the avowed
Abolitionist,

I clo not know 1hat the fidelity of Mr. Lincoln
to the One Idea of his party is doubted by anybody. Mr. Seward himself and Mr. Seward's
social friends fully accept him as true to the
anti-slavery movement. The Albany Evening 'Journal declarPs 1hat "no other man, besides thPir
old favorite, so well reJ.>rcsents the party in our
great struggle now gotng on, as Abraham Linco:n." A reading newspaper in his own State,
referring to Mr. tiumner's recent speech in the
Senate, with which the country is quite familiar
by !his time, from the pains taken by bis party
to give it universal circulation, says that "this
speech is the embodiJDent of Republicanism,"
and that it "expressed the sentiments of Lincoln
and Hamlin, ;1nd of every true Repnblican, on
the great principle of antagonism to slavery
which binds our party together." The speech
referred to was one whicb, in the presence of
tl1e Senatorial Representatives of fifteen States
of this Union, heretofore 1,enerally deemed to
ha\·e been in a condition or respectabJe Christian civiliiation, pronounced those States to be
in a condition of barbarism, and the Senators
who represented them to be themselves barbarians-sentiments subseq11cntly adopted and approved by a strong vote or both branchef of lhe
Republican Legisfature ot the State of Massachusetts.
But Mr. J;,incoln has spollen his own sentiments. He, too, goe~ to the Declaration Qf Indepeadent'e for the doctrine on which he stands
for himself and his party as "tbe opponents of
slavery.11 Q110ting its language and applying it r
to the African slave, he vouches its authority
for declaring that nothing stamped with the Divine image and likeness was seot into the world
to be trodden on, and degraded, and imbruted
by its fellows." If this means anything, it
means tbat the Declaration is the indefeasible title of the slave to Freedom, which constitutions
and laws, however they may obstruct, cannot
rightfully impeach, destroy, or postpone.
.Mr. Lmcoln, I belie\•e, anticipated Mr. Seward in lhe idea of a necessary and eternal con.
flict between the States of this Union, becaw;e
some of them employ free labor and others stave
labor. " I believe," he Eaid, "this govern ment
cannot endure permanently half slave and half
free ; it will become all one thing o~ all the other." ~nd he expressed his deliberate judg111ent
that slavery will "become alike lawful in all the
::.tales, old as well as new, North as well as
South," unless "the opponents of slavery" shall
"ar rest the further spread of it, and place it
where th« public mind shall rest In the brli!!f
that it is in a course of ultimate extinction."
Mi·. L incoln is now the nominee of his party
for President-a- party which, by his own deliberate conetructioo, is to represent eighteen
States of this Union where free labor prevail!,
arrayed against fifteen States where slave labor
prevails, in a bitter and relentless conflict, on
an imaginary issue involving the inevitable altern11tive ot the eighteen States submitliog to
have slavery imposed upon them at the will o.f
!be.fifteen, or of the fi(teen States submitting to
ha,·e the emancipation of lheir slaves-at least
the initiation of the process-forced upon them
at t he will of the eighteen.
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What t hen is the peculiar and only significancr of this formal re-enactment of the doctrine
oi'the Declaration of Independence, at Chicago?
As this l:inguage is there employed and applied,
it bas but one meaning. There is no class,
rank, or condition of frf'emen or citizens in the
country, who com;ilain that the Constitntion or
/
laws of the land take away, or fail to provide for
their birthright of equality and liberty. Nothing
of the sort was pretended at Chicai?:O. This was
lhe convention of an anti-slavery party, and the
words of the declaration had, and cannot be
pretended to have, any possible application but
to that class of persons who arc not citizens
of the United States, and who are held in bondage under State laws, and who are referred to in
the Constitution as persons " other" than those
who are free. What the Republican party,
therefore, through the Chicago Conventio11, ha~
authoritatively proclaimed, as the doctrine on
which it stands before the country, and "by
which alone it lives," is in sub~tance a11d undisputed meaning, just this: "All slaves are created the equal of their rnns1ers; and they are
endowed, by their Creator, wilh the inalienable
right to their freedom. It was to secure the~e
rights as well ns the rights or alt others in the
country, that the go1'ernment of the United
States was instituted." If the language qnoted
in the Chicago Platform from the Declaration,
has any other meaning or application than Ibis
it is time that somebody ehould tell us what it
is. But the One Idea of the party, nnd the one
duty devolving upon it, are too plainly nnnounc•
ed in language to be misunderstood. They are,
that the four million of slaves in the Southern
States, are to-day, at this instant, and at every
Platforms, u they are called1 are chiefly con- instant., entitled to their freedom, as the gift of
trived by modern usage to darken the pathway God, their Creator, from their birth; that this
of parties to power. f refer to that set up by tlie freedom is only withheld from tbern by force,
Rep11blican party at Chicago, because, in one or under laws wbicb have no other sanction
feature of ii, it happens to be true to the proper than force ; that it is their right and duty to recharacter of the party. The portion of the plat- sume their freedom whenever they can; that the
form alluded to 1s the second resolution, which governments, State and National, under which
recites and reaffirms the "self-evident truths" they live, instead of bein~ instituted" to st•cure
of the Declaration ot Independence. These are their rights" are" destructfre of these ends'' of
the Magna CbartaL!he Higher Law of the Re- all just governments; tbat while "pT11de11ce
publican party. The words were not in the will dictate that governments long e,tablisbed
draft of the resolutions, as prepared by a com- shall not be changed for light and transient
mittee and submitted to the Convention. They causes," yet" it is the right of the people, [that
were only in~erted after a second motion to that is, it is the right of the people of the Northern
effect1 the first having failed . They were in- States,] in thrs case, if not to alter oa- to abol•
sertea at the instance of those who were in ish" these governments in the Southern States
earnest in the anti-sla\'ery cause to whkh the where slavery is protected, at least to force
party was professedly devoted; and they were them, if they can by ,my means, into strict con•
accepted with evident reluctance by some olbers1 formity to the grand law of equality and liberty,
who, no doubt, thought it a better stroke or as applied to tbe case of the slaves, and that
policy that the party should appear for this cam- with as little delay in the operation as possible,
paign under the mask, which, while it shonld consistenlly with what "prudence will dictate."
not absolutely conceal, would at least obscure What Mr. Lincoln proposes as a practicable
and c~nfuse its real character. . Mr. Giddings1 thing in the premises, in the line of dutr devolvJ of Ohio, who first moved the amendment, told ing on the Repuhlican party, is by some means
the Convention that the Republican party had to place slavery in the Southern States in a conbeen founded on this doctrine-" It grew upon dition where it shall "be in a course of ultimate
it; it has existed upon it, and when you leave extinction." He seems to think this may be
out this truth you leave out the party." Mr. clone "by arresting the further spread oE slaCurtis, of New York, on whose motion the very." Mr. Seward's proposition is to effect
words were finally admitted, declared them to its extinction by multiplying free-labor States,
be" those truths by which alone the Republican till tho preponderance shall enable them to force
party lives, and upon which alone the future of abolition on the Southern States, through "an
this country, in the bands of the Republican amendment to the Constitution.''
As in quoting the language of the Declaraparty, is passing.

It would be harsh, perhap~, to say that no
sane man can believe in any issue in this country which invoh·es the possibility of any dangn,
under any conceivable circumstances, of slavery
being imposed on any of the free-labor States.
But, while I do notdoubt l\Ir. Lincoln's sincerity, { cannot understand how such an impression
should have fastened itself on his mind, except
from the unhappy intlnence which too Jong dwelling on one idea is apt to produce e\'en on the
most vigorous intellect. But, however all this
may be, we have the practical fact to deal with,
that he, and his co-workers in this field of political labor, have succeeded in organizing and
building up a formidable party, which stands
upon the single ide'l. of resistance to slavery
wherever it exists in the United States, and which
is instructed th.at it cannot attain the object ot
its organization until slavery is abolished in the
States which now protect it, or at least until it
is put "in the course of ultimate extinction."
And if this party is now to come into power under the lead and teaching of Mr. Lincoln, it is
to come in representin!S' Northern Stales exclusively, marshalled agamst Southern States1 on
account of a purely domestic regulation and interest belonging to the latter exclusively, which
is to be changed at the dictation of the former,
through the power of the common government
of the country, in the hands of this N ortbern
party. Slavery in the Southern States, by means
of this powtr and this party, le to be placed
where, at least, it shall "be in the course of
ultimate extinction."

x.
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tlon1 so generally in the terms and phraies
familiarly employed an,\ conslantly repeated, to\
disling111sh the ltepnblican party from other~,
it is always the slave that is in view. When
they say that "all mE'n are crE'ated equal,"
U1ey mean that the Soulhern ala\'8 is ereatcu equal to his master. When they say
that "all men are endowed by their Creator
with the right to liberty," they mean that the
:Soulhern slave is enl1tle1l to hi~ freedom.When they 8peak of '' devotion to freedom,"
lhev mean 1111, freedom of the Southern slaves.
"the )'arty of freedom" meaus an anti-slavery party. "Justice an,I humanity" mean the
abo1iuon ot slavery. And when l\1r. Sewnrcl
proposed, as the motto for the banner of his
party," Union and Liberty, come what may, in
,·iclory as in defeat, iu power and out of power,
now nnd forever," nothing more ,·oulc\ possibly
have been mean:, or understoo•I, than "Union
and Liberty lo the Southern Sia ve~." If this
cry for liberh· 1, set up in behalf of any oth~r
cl••• of per;ons in the country, they can at
least. tell us what other is so unhappy as to be
de1,riv~d of it.

hood-of mutual good-will and common p3triot
ism? Far othctwi~e. Look at the character
of the warfare which this party has waged
on Southern slavery for lbe la~t live year6.
This is a Northern party and claiming to speak
for the North. 'flie temper ot Its loyalty to
1he U11ion is exhibited in the torrents ot vi.
tup,ration an,\ abuse which it pours out on the
South, in its tone of arrogance and as•ume<I •11periority, and in dtg,-ading menaces. The South
shall r~main in the Union in spite ot herselfbarbarian as she is. But her barbaric state ot
soci,,ty shall be changed for a condition of civilization. HPr systrm of slat'e labor is a moral
wro11g, offeneivu to God; a viola1io11 of natural
right 1 a degra,lation and a curse (we, thi~ party,
and tile people of the North, being the Judges
and tht interpreters of the Diviue will) anti we
shall come to her rescue from this ~elf-imposetl
degrnclation; we shall put Southern slavery in
a condition where it shall be "in a cour,o of
ultimate extinction," or we will make the Pree
:St,,te~ "a belt of fire girt about h~r, within
whid1 slavery must die," or multiplying our
Stale prepondera11ce in the Uniou, we will extinguish slavery tbrougb "an amendmeut lo 1he
Cou,htulion." And still the Union shall remain, and the South shall remain in it, and she
shall uot make any attempt to dhlurb it; our
eighteen millions shall soon bring htr eight milliou~ lo snbmis~ion. So the South has been told
on tile lloor of the .N'ational Congress I

I
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XI.
I am perfectly aware how earnosUy the politic
and discreet men of the party ln~i•t on its loyalty to the ConMitution and the Union, and how
auxio,,sly ti1ey tl\sclaim_ any intention of im·adiug the Conslltu11onal rrgbts of the South. Jn.
dl'eu, hardly any speech or writing, even from
it~ mo~t zealous partiians, is considered quite
fit for the public wilhout a sa\·inir clame of
thi:1 kind; and 1 do not at all doubt the sincerity
or many who utter these loyal sentiments. Dul
the qu~stion which every wise man will ask
him,elf is : What these professions, after all,
are worth? Who aml what controls this party
anti ,lirects it energies? What are a handful
of hone~t nnd conservati1·c m•n, and their opinions -quite out of place, as I humbly think, in
6uch a party-what are they in the prescncP of
th·,t one pas,ionate and burning Idea of hatred
and resistance to slavery with which its mu~es
ha\'e heen imbned? Thal One Idea which, we
arc told, is ·' the secret of its as~ured succe<s"
-that Sentiment-that mere bli11d Feelinj!'thal Passion, with little or nothinff of sens~ or
rrnson to check or gniuo it, which 'casts a million anc\ a half of vote•," and looks on Constitutions and law; that protect 8l;11·ery, or the
sla1·ebolder, as hal"ing '·the primal eldest curs,·''
upon them ! And what, ioaeed1 is this solemn
d1scluirner of uuy intention to violute the Constitution. or lo trample on the undi,puted Constitntional rights of the States? Whal is it but a
kin,I ot protest. deemr.,I nece~sary to allay the
just apprehensions of the public mind, that, in
spite ol the dangerous, incendiary elements of
which the partr. i, compo~~d, exactly fitted to
produce enry kmd of calamity to the country.
yet at Jea~t there is no $dtled dl•sign no fixed
purpose if thfl party shall be called to adm inister tl1e Gonn,meut, of ovcrlhrowing the ConsU-ut1,i1.. an,I la} in!{ the Go1·ernment in rums I
And m what sort of temper. or what terms, and
by what mPans, does this Anti-Sl .. very party
propose to keep the Uuion together? I ~ the
Union to be maintained in 11 spirit of brother-

XII.
I am quite aware or the pains which have
been t1L1'en to represent the Republican party as
stan<lin_g on the narrowest possiblP ground of
policy 111 respect to slavery in case it ~ball come
mlo pos~cssion of the Government. Mr. Seward said. in his speech in the i:ienate on the
2tllh of February last, that he knew of "only
one policy which it hac\ adopted or avowed,
namely, the ~aving of the T erritories of the
United States, if possible by constitutional and
lawful means, from being homes for slavMy
and pol)gamy." And the only le,l(itimate meas111 e alfectini: elnvery in the Unite,! State~, propounded as the duty of the party, in Its platform
at Chicago, ift one to protect the Territoril!s
against slavery ; and that only to be resorted to
"whenever such legislation is nocesaary."
ls fl, then, seriously supposed, that they cau
now persuade 11, to believe that this is to be the
pitiful end of that great Anti-slavery movement
and agitation to wliich the party has been devoting ilsel( for the last five years? Is this
lame ant! impotent conclnsion a measur", the
neressity of which is not even affirmed, but 01,ly
to be adopted ·' \Thene,•er such legislation is necessary," now to satisry that One Idea, which
is to give the pnrly '· its assured success," those
truth~ of the Declaration, "by which alone It
live,,'' that sentiment, that reelinl(', which "casts
alone a million and " hi.It of votes?" h this
measure, as proposed, and adopted or not arlopted, according lo the circumstances, to satisfy the anno1111cemPnt that "the interest of the
white race dtmnnds the ultimate tmancipatinn
of all men ; " that '' the white m~n nee,!, this
continent to labor upon;" and that '' he must
and will have it?" Will this restore the gov-
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croment of the whole Union to that of "ao em•
pire founded on the rights of free labor?"
Will it complete that "revolution,'' which we
were told iu 1868 bad begun, and which would
'' never go backward? "
If the Republicao party has been organized,
and now exists, for no other object than to prevent the spread of slavery into IJ,e Territories
by Congressional legislahon, "whenever such
legislation is necessary," then every well informed man knows that it is maintained for no
practical object whatever. No such legislation
Ii necessary now, and none can become neces.
sary in reference to aoy Territory ol': the United
States which is open for settlement. I do not
know what can constitut~ the olfense of" false
pretenses," indictable at common law or by
statue, if it be not morally a false pretense
io any intelligent man, or in any parly, to
insist that it is necessary to maintain a great
political organization-a party of the Northern
States agamst the Southern States-and that
that party should !Jave cortrol of the genP.ral
government-in order to prevent African slavery
from going into regions where it has no chance
of being permanenlly established, any more
than it has in tbe country of the Esquimaux
around the North Pole. In the pre~ent condition of sla ve1 y in this country, and the present
value of property in slaves, the migration of
masters with their slaves to countries where
soil, climate and production absolutely forbid
their p1·ofitable employment is a thing not fit to
be talked about among sensible men. The idea
that Kansas 1 Nebra~ka, New .Mexico, Arizona,
and the Utan are to be overrun with slavery is
quite akin to the idea that Massachusells e.nd
New York are lo become slave States unless
slavery is abolished ill South Corolina and Louisiana.
Bat those whose business it is to handle 1be
Republican party for the campaign are willing
enough, and auxious, that conservative men
sho,1fd persuade themselves that it has "only
one policy," as a distinctive policy, this of shutting out slavery from the Territories; and that
when this policy is attained, with legislation
and without it, the mission of the party is ended ;
they do not fail, I think, to bold out to their
proper followers-the masses of One Idea, those
who upon this idea are expected to "cast a million and a half of votes"-the promise and expectation that this very policy, so far from being
one which is to terminate in itself, is designed
and calculated to reach far forward, and to have
a principal agency in bringing about the consummation of the grand and ultimate purposethe abolition of sl;wery in the Southern States.
There is a vague impression, and all the
stronger for being vague, that il slavery be shut
up within the States where it now exists, and
closely e;irded about by free States and free
Territortes, its fate is sealed. "It must die1"
says the Philosopher of lhat party, "like the
scorpion, by the poison of its own sting." "It
must die," says the Scholar of the rarty, "as a
poisoned rat dies of rage in its hole." Mr. Lincoln expresses the same conviction, in gentler
term~, when he declares that by arresting the
spread of slavery, it will be placed "in a course
of ultimate extinction." Mr. Seward's view is
apparently more practical aed certainly less

va!?:ue. His policy is a connected and intelligible one. Keep the Territories fr•e; multiply
the free States from them as fast as may be;
and when the prepoodnance is sufficient, abolish slavery in the Southern States by "an amendment to the Con~titution."
But if this policy will serve no other purpose,
it will serve the purpose of keeping up the
agitation. Thie was clearly indicatecl in Mr.
Seward's speech of the 29th of February last.
We all know what a perpetual crusade is, and
has Ion~ been, preached against slavery as it
exists in the independent States of this Union
by the orators and organs of the Republican
party. Besides the general justification for this
which is so conveniently found in the right of
free speech and a free press, l\Ir. Seward finds
an apology for it iu the necessity for di~cussing
Southern slavery, under the bead of the two
systems of free and slave labor, because "we
have to decide as a nation which of the two
we ought to engraft on the new and future
States growing up in the great public domain."This sufficiently indicates one of the reasons
why the party keeps, and will keep, this policy
prominently before the public, though there is
no such question for the nation to decide ; and
if there ever bas been any such question in regard to any part of the present public domain,
it was drcided long ago. But the discussion
must go on; that is, the resolution and thij decree. Agitation must be kept up. Passion
must be excited, and an inevitable ancl fatal
quarrel between the North and South made perpetual. And it is on the topmost wave of this
popular excitement and this quarrel that this
party expect to be carried into power, wh~re it
must make an administration pledged by every
consideration that can bind the faith aud conscience of men, to stand in the government as
the party has stood before the people, and conduct the government in a spirit ot uucom promising hostility to So\lthern slavery, and all the
interests of the South connected with it.

xm.
And be, I think, must be a blind man who
caonot see that an ndministration coming into
power on a pledge of hostility to slavery as its
distinctive principle, may do a great many
things, as it must necessarily do what it can, in
the way of making that hostility a manifest and
practical thing ; and that a great cleat may be
accomplished without any open or violent assault upon the Constitution.
In the first place, the President and Vice
President, both being taken from lhe North, and
elected by the North, without any support from
any Southern State, and elected on a principle
of hostility to our interest which is vital to the
very existe11ce of the South, it is natural to
conclude that the N ortb alone will be represented in the Cabinet. If Southern men are found
in it, they must be men who agree with the
Northern sentiment of anti-slavery. Certain
it is, that the Soulh, as the South, cannot participate in the Administration except on the
unequivocal condition of a public disavowal and
repudiation, by the President, of party, as an
anti-slavery party, and of th« distinctive doctrines allll obJects for which they had given him
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their !Upport. Whether it i! accept,d that Mr. movement, which, as in the case of the receivers
Lincoln, ff ~lected, is to begin h1~ official life ot stamps just before the Revolution, will comby thus humiliating him~,lt and his party in pel every such officl'r to resign, and probably
order to gain Southern support, as he must do if drive him from the Slate. There will then be
hP- gnins that support at all, I am not advised. nothing left for tho Administration but to come,
But, crrtafnly, no man has a right to aid him to as best it may, to Uie defense and support 11f its
an election on any such expectation. No man officers, or to yield to the popular violence.can justity a ,·ote for him on the ground that Co11fo-1on, bloodshed and anarchy are the !Past
both he and his party ar.i not what they appear that can be expected; and if continued and exand reprrsent themselves to be, but eooiething tended, revolution would not be far off. .An
nry different. It seem~ to me that no honest attempt to make the General Post Office Desupport can be gh·en fo him excPpl by those pa, tment an agency, throui:h Postmasters In the
who mean to take their ~hare of the respon~i- l11cal offices at the South, for the distribution of
bility ot giving succe,~ to an anti-slavery party anti-slavery publications or an Incendiary char•
-a party exclusively of the North ai;a.iu~t the acter, or such u the State authorities-necessaSouth-anti of installing in the Government a rily the exclusive ju,lges in the case-shall deem
purely anti slavery Administration. The trne to be such, could not fail to be met with a requestion for every man to ask himscle before aistnnce enlisting the South as one man in her
giving his support to J\fr. Lincoln i~, what will defense.
a purely ant1-!lavery Admii,istrallon of the
XIV.
Government be, what can it do, and what ls to
be the result?
An Anti-Slavery Administra!io11 must, of oeBut I cannot dwell on what may come to pass
cessity, b~ purely Northern and sectionnl. It will under an anti-slavery Administration. I beheve
be a gov,•rnment formed by one half of the that a great danger Is likely to be encountered
co11nlr)', riot only excluding the other half, but berore any such Administration could be rormessent,ally hl'stile to it. All the public office~ e<I, in case of the election of a President by the
must he filled with Anti-Slavery incumbents, so present anti-slavery party of the North. I befar as candidates of that chnncter can be found lieve that a serious attempt is likely to be m~de
to take office. At the N 01·th, they will be the in the South, In such an event to secede from
Postma,ters, the Customhou~• officns, the Dis• the U11ion. I am afraid it mig~l be euccesjful,
trict Attorneys, the l\Iar•hals, and, as fast as and I am not afraid to express these fears. Mavaca1.ciPs occur, the Ju,h?'e•. The whole pow- ny good men, l know, have persuaded· themer ar,d patronage of the Goveflh:nent will be selves that such apprehensions are idle- or
brought to the aid ot the Anti-Slav•ry '' Idea" w11rsc; others, who are not very good men, ancl
and movement. One important part ot the Con- others ~till, who ore very wise in their own constitntion-that which provides for the rPndition ceit, treat such opinions with scorn. This is not
o! fu2:iti\·es from service-will be completely the first time that fools and fanatics have rushed
11ullified.
along where angels would fear to tread. The
Th• p11rty, we have been quite anlhorilali\·ely q11estion is not what we of the North think of
told by Mr. Sewardl i, to ••reform" the Supreme the Republican party, but what do the South
Court of the Uni tee.I States. In the meantiml', think of it? Whut it really is, by Its own showand until it is "reformed," we have th~ clearest ing, I havl' endeavored to set forth in this lettor.
e,•idence from the language of denunciation, What do the South-,vhat can the South-think
abuse anti defiance employed towar,ls it by the of such a party? Let wise men among us reparty on all sides, from Mr. Seward and others fleet; let prudent men consider. The South has
m the Ser.ate, down through all grades and ranks Joni; held a strong body of dlsunlonbts-the disof its orators and orgaus, that this co-ordinate ciples of their great South Carolina statesman.
Power or the Federal Government-the very These are always on the watch for an opporlusheet-anchor of the system, as resting on con- nity lo be drtutn from the Union by the aggresstitution and laws- i, not to be respected or ~ions or th'l North. There is danger that this
obeyed by the Republican party in any matter faction will be so strengthened throughout the
which may conflict with the higher law of its 'South, or at lea~t in several of the States, by the
own doctrines in re,pect to sla1ery.
success of this anti-slavery party in the election,
At the South-assuming all the while that the if it shall be successful, as to become i rresistible
South shall make no concerted opposition to for the mischief it has long contemplated. Inthis rule ot the North over her-an anti-slavery dividually, I have not a doubt that the secession
Administration may find it more difficult lo op- from the Democratic Convention nt Charle1ton,
erate with success. Of course it mu,t appoint ancl the final organization of a separate Southnone but Rnli-slavery men to office, if such men ern party, on extrern" Southern ground, were
can be found at the South and will take the ha:,;- movt>ments prompted by the anticipation of such
ard of the nppointment; and of course, also, of n result in the eloction as not improbable-a re- '
r.very appointee of this character-perhaps ev- suit which some, at least, of the leaders were
ery one accepting office at all-every Postmas- willing to promote by these very movements-t~r, Customhouse officer, Di~lrict Attorney, and of which they proposed, or hoped at lea~t, to
.Marshal, and Judge, appointed by 11n anti-sla- be able to take advantage, as a fitting oceuion
very Administration, Will be looked npon and for the organization of a separatl' Southern contreated n~ an Aholitioni•t, a spy, and an incen- leileracy. J have not a doubt that th .. originators
diary. We all know thatHeryiustance of such and chief
ih the South or this movean appointment, in anv State where slavny ex- ment are prepareil, in the event of Mr. Lincoln's
ists, will cause an outhur.t of popular inJ1goa- election, to convert, if they can, the Southern
tion in U1e locality or the office, and a popular I wing of the organlzatiou, which now supports
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Breckinridge nnd Laue, into the nucleus of an
organization for disunion. Events must show
what strength it can display. Uudoubtedly the
great countercheck to the design is the Constitutional Union party, supporting Bell and Everett. It this shall prove as µowerful in the
South as n1any of us hope, and as effective in
the North in preventing the election of Lincoln,
the danger will pass. llut if, in spite of all efforts, it shall be announced in November next
that the party of anti-slavery has triumphed lo
the election-the party of the North against the
South-the part'{ which the South will believe,
whatever we o the Korth may believe, is to
come into the common government of the country on a doctrine and sentimeut of hostile and
fatal portent and purpose towards her and her
most vital interes,s-if such shall be the result,
then, certainly, I have no expectation whatever
that the country is to pass Mr. Lincoln's inauguration without an attempt at the South to
sever the Union. Whether such an attempt can
be successful or not, is a speculation into which
I do not enter. The attempt, and what must
attend it, offer horrors enough for me. But I
say, that if several States of this Union, moved
by a strong common impulse, on a question of
Southern rights, and with no formidable opposition at home, should resolve at any time to go
out of it, I am clear in the opinion that the
North, and the Federal Government in the hands
of the North, would be impotent to kee11 them
in it. Possibly it may be the µolicy of the t:iouthern States, if resolved on separation, to begin
with disowning the Federal Government in the
hands of their enemies, leaving "1e Administration and both Houses of Congress in the hands
of the North exclusively, and taking carP, by
popular demonstration, that no man shall accept
or hold ofiice at the South under the Administration. The civil authority of the Government
in that part of the Union would thus bP ended,
and nothing would remain for it but to employ
the army and navy as its ageuts to carry on
there, under martial law, the ordinary operations of ci.vil administration, or to abandon the
contest.

xv.

When I am asked to give my support to Mr.
Lincoln and tl1e Republlcan party, I cannot feel
that any ~rea\ compliment is paid lo my intellect, my Judgment, or my patriotism. Others,
who may persuade themselves to hope better
things than I can from that party, may ~ive that
support; and l shall not question theu sense,
their discernment, or their love of country.Some friends of mine, whom I respect and love,
are in that category- to my great regret anti
,:rief. But for me to support, or countenance
in any way, this Republican organization, would
be treason. I do not regard other issues-questions of public policy or of national administration, vastly important as some of them are, or
the question of !be success of one or another
party really national in character-as worthy
to be taken into the account at all, in comparison of the one Great lssue now before us, name-

ly: whether we are to keep our country, in its
integrity and unity, just as the Fathers of the
Republic, of blessed memory, constituted and
organized it, and bequeathed it to us; or whether we shall now lay the train that is to scatter
it in broken and bleeding fragments1 by mining
with our own sacrilegious hands a cteep trencli
of division and separation between the two great
sections of the country, No11h and South. We
shall do this-just this and nothing less-when
we shall i11stall in the common government of
the country a party of the North, triumphant by
the supporl of the North alone, and to be sustained in the government by the North alone,
for no other reaso11, by its own showing, than
because it is a party of the North against the
South, the implacable enemy of the South, and
pledged to make its enmity felt to the utmost
of its power, in respect to an interest which is
her own exclusively, which is linked with her
existence, is secured to her exclusive control by
the very condition on which the Constitution
and the Union stand, and with which, of course,
the North has no more right to interfere than it
has with a similar interest in Brazil, or in the
dominions of Spain. In short, the Great Issue,
as it is presented to my mind-others must think
of it as they will-is, whether we shall have a
country-this country, wbich we have proudly
called our own-so grand, so imposin~ iu the
presence of the world, so eminently prosperous
and happy-or only such fragments of a country, and these distracted, torn with civil dissensions, and red with fraternal blood, as may remain to us after the threatened triumph of the
cause of anti-slavery, vindictive and unsparing
as it has shown itself to be, tbrough the success
of the Republican party. ,
Of course, I hold it to be the first and highest
duty of every man holding such views as I have
expressed, to labor fvr the defeat of the nominee
of the Republican party for President. That
bein~ accomplished, there is nothing that can
possibly follow as the result, in filling the office
of President for the ensuing four years, whether
by the Electoral Colleges, or by the House of
Representatives, or the Senate, which would
not be accepted by me as a blessed boon to the
country in comparison to the election of Mr.
Lincoln. For a thou,sand reasons I prefer to
stand, and that the country should stand, with
Bell and Everett, on "the Constitution, the
Union, and the Enforcement of the Laws."But, while nevu losing sight of this object, and
keeping their eventual success al ways in view
as at least possible, if not probable, I shall not
hesitate for an iustant to unite, in the State of
IS"ew York, with any party, or any men, if national and patriotic in their organization aud
purposes, on j11st and proper terms, for the certain accomplishment of that which I hold to be
the first obJect of this political campaign-the
defeat of Mr. Lincoln and the Republican party. His defeat in New York saves the country,
let what else follow that may.

D. D. BARNARD.

ALBANY,

August 1st, 1860.

